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OUR TRIPS

If that turns out to have been good for business as

well then that is a double bonus that we have

gained.

People have been through a lot this year, they will

remember the clubs, the sporting organisations,

the brands, and the politicians that did the right

thing.

We have always felt that sport had the power to

unite.  We have seen that through this toughest of

years in the big events without crowds, and in the

small wins of getting back to training and playing.

Sponsorship is a critical way of helping sport to

reach out and that is what we celebrate once

again, with thanks to our partners in Allianz, and

to all those organisations who feature on these

pages.

Together we find a way to create social good, in its

many forms, from the love that people have for

the simple desire to run and jump, kick and swim,

swing and play through sport in all its many forms.

Thank you for playing whatever part you have and

let us use the lessons of 2020 as a platform for

doing even more in the years to come.

"Sport has the power
to change the world.
It has the power to
inspire. It has the

power to unite in a
way that little else

does."

-Nelson Mandela

Welcome to the third Sport for Business Sport for

Social Good Annual Report.

Little could we have imagined a mere twelve

months ago that our world would be turned so

upside down by the impact of Covid-19.

That we are all here is victory in itself.  That sport

should have played such a role in maintaining our

wellbeing and our spirit is for most of us at least,

self-evident.

And that the bonds which tie sport to us at

national but more importantly at a community

level are so much stronger through partnerships

like we highlight in this report is also of huge

importance.

We were told to stay together and to keep apart.

We found a way to do that through our clubs, our

love of sport and our willingness as businesses and

as individuals to do what was right.

WELCOME
ROB  HARTNETT

SPORT  FOR  BUSINESS
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Ireland is a small place. It is therefore unsurprising

that reaching and positively impacting

communities at a local level has become the core

focus for many sporting partnerships in this

country.  

This sounds simple but in reality achieving that

aim and having real impact is no mean feat. 

The courage, passion and perseverance shown by

all of those included in this year’s report has been

outstanding, whether they are sporting

organisations or commercial entities. 

I hope you find something here that resonates

with you as we look forward with hope and

anticipation for what 2021 holds for all of us.

Robert McEvoy
Head of Marketing Management

Allianz Ireland

Allianz is delighted to once again be able to

support Sport for Business in producing

the third annual Sport for Social Good

report and conference – albeit taking place in a

virtual format this year for the first time.   

 

After a year that few of us could have foreseen, it is

clearer now what a critical role sport plays in

communities across Ireland. It brings people

together, provides an outlet for health and

wellbeing, and gives us something to collectively

celebrate!

 

Shining a light on the work that sporting

organisations and businesses are doing together

to make a difference in society, this year’s Sport for

Social Good report is even more important than in

previous ones. 

It provides us with an opportunity to step

back and reflect on some of the standout

partnerships in 2020 and their work, but also

hopefully inspires those of us involved in

sponsorship in Ireland.

 

WELCOME

ROBERT  MCEVOY

ALLIANZ  IRELAND  
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The Initiative provided a safe and trusted way to

make sure those who were vulnerable, lonely or

without their own network would be OK while at

the same time providing a sense of real

connection between clubs and their local

populations.

A GAA survey in May found that 86 per cent of

clubs had got involved in helping out through

their communities, and that almost 20,000

volunteers had helped out with the delivery of

essentials.

Pretty much every store had a link up through the

local authority helplines into a local club and the

process of registration meant that everybody felt

comfortable.

Players and coaches, parents and officers all

weighed in at a time when a friendly knock on the

door was invaluable. 

SuperValu, Centra and the GAA come together

with local authorities across ireland in the first

stage of lockdown to to launch ‘Club Together’ an

initiative, to support the elderly in our

communities, using the powerful club networks

that exist across the country

They created a centralised way for people who

might have been outside the net of the GAA reach

to make contact and ask for help on a local basis.

“Supporting our
communities is one of

the most important
things we do.”

-Martin Kelleher, SuperValu

CLUB
TOGETHER

I believe working together we
can ensure that everyone is

connected and has access to the
basic essentials we all need at a

time like this.”

-John Horan, GAA President
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The steps include ‘Connect’, ‘Be Active’, ‘Take

Notice’, ‘Give’ and ‘Keep Learning’. Each step

provides participating clubs with a suite of

suggested activities, simple enough to complete

without a significant time or resource

commitment.

These include connecting with the community by

hosting a coffee morning, organising fun ‘get

active’ sessions aimed at younger members of the

community not involved in sport or introducing

meditation and mindfulness as part of the ‘cool

down’ after training.

Clubs were invited to participate and encouraged

to undertake activities from one of the 5 a day

each fortnight and to capture the moments and

share them on social media using the hashtag

#OneGoodClub.

Clubs that complete all five steps in the

programme receive official Lidl One Good Club

accreditation, as well as gear and kit for their club.

In January, Lidl Ireland began the national roll-out

of One Good Club, a five-step youth mental health

awareness programme for local clubs, developed

in partnership with the Ladies Gaelic Football

Association and Jigsaw – the National Centre for

Youth Mental Health.

In June 2019 the initiative had kicked off with four

clubs participating in a pilot programme over a

five-week period.

The aim is to increase awareness and knowledge

of mental health across the LGFA community.

The five-step programme was developed using the ‘5 a

Day for your Mental Health’, an evidence-informed

framework, made up of simple actions aimed at

boosting your mental health and wellbeing.

ONE GOOD CLUB

“The mental health and
wellbeing of our members is of

utmost importance to us. That is
why we are so pleased to work
with Lidl and Jigsaw to develop
a programme that can support
the mental health needs of our
young members at this critical

stage of their development, and
in turn nurture the potential

future stars of our sport.”

-Marie Hickey, LGFA President
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The programme continued with powerful stories

of dark times, bravery, compassion and hope,

inspiring the public to raise €2 million for Pieta, a

groundbreaking moment in Irish television history.

Ireland was once a place where suicide and self-

harm were whispered in the darkness, the stories

shared demonstrated that these issues can be

discussed without stigma and shame. 

The Late Late Show host Ryan Tubridy praised

Electric Ireland as sponsor  for committing

€100,000 to the ‘Sunrise Appeal’.

The historic weekend saw an array of well-known

personalities as well as thousands of people all 

Sport played its part too with many clubs and

teams lending their weight to the campaign and

with the backing of the Gaelic Players Association,

the Women’s Gaelic Players Association, and so

many more.

Darkness into Light could have skipped 2020 but

that was never really an option.  It will return as a

communal effort

Saturday May 9th 2020 saw a Darkness Into Light

like no other, as tens of thousands of people all

over the country rose at dawn and participated in

a ‘Sunrise’ moment, marking the time when they

would have walked from Darkness Into Light. 

Many people shared touching images, words and

videos across social media, supporting the cause

and offering hope and solidarity to those

impacted by suicide. 

Many locations known for Darkness Into Light

walks saw visitors in yellow t-shirts come together,

at a safe distance, to mark the moment with Pieta.

The weekend began with a powerful call from The

Late Late Show who kicked off a monumental

evening for mental health with a candle-lit tribute

to the memory of all those who died by suicide in

the last year. 

DARKNESS
INTO LIGHT

"Walk with us, talk with us,
so that together we can
create a world where
suicide, self-harm and

stigma have been replaced
by hope, self-care and

acceptance."
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It wasn’t just a tweet and forget moment though. 

 This was personal as Rashford had benefitted

himself from system that provides meals to

children in disadvantaged areas.

The service continued with Rashford also making

significant personal donations to the FareShare

campaign.

Due to his persistence and consistency of message

it carried on through the summer months and

beyond.

The UK Government committed £170 Million and

through Rashford's urging a host of local councils

and companies rowed in as well.

Food poverty is something we should not be

suffering in the western world in the 20th century.

Marcus Rashford has used his personal experience

and the platform afforded him by being a

professional footballer power to great effect.

POWER,
PURPOSE AND
PLATFORM

Premier League footballers are often dismissed for

their seeming distance from the reality of everyday

life but Marcus Rashford of Manchester United is

the latest to take a stand on social issues and

make a £120 million difference to children living in

poverty.

His intervention and public appeal against the

ending of family food supports once English

schools broke up for holidays resulted in a

Government u-turn and praise for his actions

across the sporting and wider social community.

The power of a platform has rarely been seen to

such effect. Once the news emerged that the

scheme was being stopped, despite the hardship

being felt by the 1.5 million children who

benefited from the service, Rashford took to

Twitter.It was following a campaign he started

back in March when he tweeted

MARCUS RASHFORD AND SCHOOL MEALS

#ENDCHILDFOODPOVERTY
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“Game Changers”is Electric Ireland's grassroots

women’s football sponsorship with the Irish FA. In

2019 Electric Ireland expanded on the campaign

to include the Senior Women’s team taking the

campaign to a new level.  

Electric Ireland are clear in their objectives to

provide more opportunities for females to play

football, increase media coverage of the female

game and increase attendances at all Senior

international games.

The Campaign won the European Sponsorship

Grand Prix Award in February, 2020

The FAI Women’s National League confirmed on

Friday that Barretstown will be its first ever charity

partner when the season gets underway next

month.Captains from the nine clubs playing in this

year’s campaign were at the announcement which

will help raise profile and funds for the charity that

offers free, specially designed camps and

programmes for children and their families living

with a serious illness.

REACHING
CHILDREN

ELECTRIC IRELAND GAME CHANGERS

WNL AND BARRETTSTOWN

The Olympic Federation of Ireland Dare to Believe

programme is doubling in its second year from

nine athletes in 2019 to a total of 25 through the

20/21 school year.

In its first year, ‘Dare to Believe’, which was set up

with funding from Olympic Solidarity support,

surpassed all of its targets, bringing the Olympics

into the classroom for over 5,000 children

nationwide.

The school activation programme, championed

and supported by the Olympic Federation of

Ireland Athletes’ Commission, was developed by

2008 Olympian Roisin McGettigan 

The programme will teaches primary school

students about Olympic Values and Olympism

through a curriculum that includes over 40 of the

approved education methodologies.

TEAM IRELAND DARE TO BELIEVE
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The importance of raising the issue of LGBTQ+

rights was highlighted in shocking clarity by 2020

findings from a national survey LGBTI+ Life in

Lockdown, conducted by BeLonG To Youth

Services.

They revealed that 93 per cent of LGBTI+ youth are

struggling with anxiety, stress or depression during

COVID-19 in comparison to 53% of the general

youth population.

Brands like Aviva, Vodafone, PwC and Bank of

Ireland as well as sporting organisations including

Irish Rugby, the GAA and Bohemian FC have put

real thought and consideration in using their

sporting presence to highlight areas of social

conscience.

SOCIAL
CONSCIENCE

It was a Pride weekend with a difference in Dublin this

year as activity switched to the digital rather than the

physical world.

Sport has sometimes been towards the back of the class

when it comes to a progressive attitude towards

difference but in recent years there has been a greater

momentum behind reaching out as an inclusive activity

for all.

Things are better now perhaps than they have ever been

but much work still needs to be done to ensure that

sexual orientation is no barrier to playing and engaging

with sport.

Almost all our sporting Governing Bodies have stepped

up to the plate and been supportive.

SUPPORTING DIFFERENCE
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The FAI teamed up with Boots Ireland in April to

further strengthen links with local communities by

helping to deliver medicines to vulnerable

patients.

FAI Development Officers around the country 

 volunteered their time to collect prescriptions

and deliver them to the homes of people unable

to make that journey.

Nissan Ireland, through their ongoing support of

grassroots football, will be providing cars to a

number of the Development Officers to help with

this initiative.

Bord Gáis Energy helped raise €20,000 for Focus

Ireland after 500 #HurlingToTheCore Christmas

Jumpers sold out in less than 12 hours.

250 county-themed All-Ireland Final Christmas

jumpers in the colours of Waterford and Limerick

went on sale on Monday November 30th – with all

proceeds going to homeless charity Focus Ireland.

They sold out in less than 12 hours raising €20,000

to help fight homelessness in the run-up to

Christmas.

HEALTH AND
WELLBEING

CHRISTMAS JUMPERS FOR FOCUS

With one in nine women diagnosed with breast

cancer in their lifetime and 30 per cent of those

between the ages of 20-50, the Ireland Women's

National Team were keen to use their profile to

shine a spotlight on these worrying statistics.

As they prepared for September's UEFA Women’s

EURO 2022 qualifier away to Ukraine in Kyiv, the

Ireland squad took time to raise awareness by

wearing Breast Cancer Ireland face-masks.

Katie McCabe, Ireland captain, said: “Research,

education and awareness are all key to tackling

breast cancer, so on behalf of the Ireland Women’s

National Team I’d like to encourage women from

the age of 20 upwards to download the Breast

Aware app and learn about the eight signs and

symptoms.”

WOMEN'S NATIONAL TEAM AND
BREAST CANCER

PRESCRIPTION DELIVERY 
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The work marries imagery of Ireland’s Special

Olympians – including Anna Kilmartin, Aisling

Beacom, and Margaret Turley – with powerful

statements and stories inspired by their own

personal journeys of overcoming adversity.

Good Brains for Good Brands is an idea that was

set up in London to bring together the skillsets of

industry professionals – those either freelance or

let go from advertising, PR, entertainment and

tech firms – to help charities plug the funding gap

caused by the pandemic and the worst recession

on record.

The winning element proved to be a call to

Revolut’s Head of Growth Brian Curtin, formerly of

Fitbit and Three, who supported the campaign

going onto the banking card’s donations page.  

It is one of only two Irish charities, the other being

the Irish Red Cross being promoted at the time

and proved to deliver an easy way to donate.

FUNDRAISING
HUSTLE

It’s great when a story comes together just right. 

 Special Olympics Ireland had to abandon their

annual bucket collection back in April because of

Covid-19.

This would have left a huge hole in their funding

for the year so an alternative had to be found.  The

challenge was to stand out in a landscape where

every other charity was facing the same problem,

and when disposable income was being squeezed.

The #CantStopNow Campaign was the outcome

and it is proved to be a winner.

Running across print, outdoor, social, radio and

online video, the campaign highlighted that the

only thing that can stop Special Olympics athletes

living fulfilling lives and pursuing their dreams

isn’t anything to do with their disabilities, but the

lack of funding.

CAN'T STOP NOW



Daily News and Analysis

Weekly Columns

The news service for the
commercial world of sport

Exclusive research

Weekly Webinars and Podcasts

Influential interviews

Powerful networking

Individual and
organisation

memberships on a
monthly and annual

basis

sportforbusiness.com
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